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stability - dynamics

evolution - revolution

industrial – post-industrial society

communism – capitalism
multiple transformations

- *i)* the **institutional** transformations created a general reform framework

- *ii)* transformations of the social, economic, cultural and political **practices** shape the everyday life of people, firms and institutions and we recognize it as social **processes** and **social structures**

- *iii)* the transformation dynamics of **urban** spatial change
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post-socialist city

- political and economic **principles** have been changed quickly
- urban **spatial structures** have high inertia
- post-socialist cities are characterised by **changes**
- the **adaptation** of urban environment to new societal conditions
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- political and economic **principles** have been changed quickly
- urban spatial structures have high inertia
- post-socialist cities are characterised by changes
- the adaptation of urban environment to new societal conditions

City centre commercialisation
Gentrification
Condominiums and gated communities
Brownfield and waterfront redevelopment
New retail and entertainment nodes
Out-of-centre office clusters
Suburbs
waterfront (re)development

- large functionally complex areas
- places of production -> consumption
- major private investments and strong visionary public intervention
- globalised investment circles and localized decision-making
- vested interests of local politicians and local resistance of citizens
- need for strategic local consensus about economic, social and environmental goals × politics of mutual delegitimation
revolutionary changes
forward look

- a multiplicity of critical junctures: choices that will impact the development of cities for years
- anticipate, critically evaluate and provide normative suggestions about the development paths
- assess opportunities and risks
- new developments may lead to the formation of new path-dependent lock-ins
- the problematic developments may be avoided if alternative development paths are taken sooner rather than later
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